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Graphical abstract

Abstract Objective Rheotaxis, namely to orient and swim against the water flow, is a conserved behavior across most fish and

amphibians. While the study of rheotaxis behavior has a relatively long history, and in recent years the behavioral algorithm of

rheotaxis has been described, how distributed neural circuits integrate multisensory information, make decisions, and generate
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counterflow motor sequences remain largely unknown. Whole brain calcium imaging of larval zebrafish during rheotaxis would

provide a unique opportunity to tackle this difficult problem. Methods To this end, we developed a microfluidic device that can

precisely control the water flow and elicit rheotaxis behavior. By integrating the chip with a customized light field tracking

microscope, we built a system to record whole brain neural activity in freely behaving larval zebrafish during rheotaxis.

Results Larval zebrafish showed reliable rheotaxis behavior in the setup, represented by prominent positional holding and

counterflow swimming bouts in water flow. In the meanwhile, we successfully recorded zebrafish whole brain neural activity, from

which a few brain regions were identified whose calcium signals strongly correlated with rheotaxis behavior. Conclusion Our

study, for the first time, demonstrates a method for imaging whole brain neural activity in larval zebrafish while the animal is

performing rheotaxis. Future analysis and modelling of the neural activity and behavioral data will deepen our understanding of

sensorimotor transformation in this important naturalistic behavior.
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Rheotaxis, an innate and conserved behaviour in
many aquatic animals[1], is of great importance to
animal survival. For example, salmon would swim
against water stream to return to their birthplace to lay
eggs[2]; small fish living on plankton often hold their
position by facing upstream to intercept food carried
by the current[3]. The commonality of rheotaxis and
the fact that it involves the integration of multiple
sensory (visual, hydromechanical, etc.) cues[4] have
drawn the attention of many systems neuroscientists.

The sensory basis of rheotaxis has been
investigated extensively. It has been shown that fish
can detect flow-induced displacement of themselves
by using visual cues[5]. Researchers have also
discovered that when deprived of visual cues, larval
zebrafish can still consistently perform body
orientation and position holding in water flow by
using the mechanosensory information detected by the
lateral line[6]. Despite these insights, it remains
unclear how larval zebrafish exploit visual and
hydromechanical cues in their brains to reach the
adaptive decision to swim against the direction of the
water flow. Most studies on rheotaxis of larval
zebrafish were carried out either by behaviour
tests[4, 6-7] or by brain imaging of immobilized fish[8-9],
neither of which alone is sufficient to reveal the neural
mechanisms underlying the generation of rheotaxis.

Whole brain imaging in a freely behaving animal
is an emerging frontier in systems neuroscience,
holding the potential for revealing brain dynamics and
naturalistic animal behaviors and their relationships at
multiple spatiotemporal scales[10]. Continuous efforts
have been made to image larval zebrafish’s whole

brain activity while the animal is performing
behaviors, ranging from navigation to foraging, but all
in zero-flow environment[11-15]. Microfluidics, with the
advantages in precise stimuli control, has proven to be
an ideal platform to study sensorimotor
transformation in brains of small organisms[16],
including larval zebrafish[17-19]. Previous microfluidic
applications have demonstrated reliable and precise
control of hydrodynamics surrounding larval
zebrafish[8, 20]. However, the existing microfluidic
designs either immobilize the fish in the channel[8] or
are not compatible with the tracking microscope[20].

In this study, we developed a novel microfluidic
structure, and integrated it with the extended field of
view light field microscope (XLFM) [12] to study
rheotaxis of freely-swimming larval zebrafish. We
showed that larvae zebrafish could display rheotactic
behavior in the presence of 488 nm blue laser
illumination and movements of the tracking stage. We
successfully captured whole brain activity of larval
zebrafish while it was performing rheotaxis and
identified a few brain regions that are possibly
involved in this behavior.

1 Materials and methods

1.1 Zebrafish preparation and behavioral
experiments

Zebrafish (Danio rerio) larvae of either sex,
carrying the transgene elavl3: H2B-GCaMP8s (a gift
from Dr. Ahrens Misha at Janelia Research Campus,
HHMI) were generated and maintained at 28.5°C on a
14 h on/10 h off light cycle. All Experiments were
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conducted in zebrafish of nacre background[21]. Larval
zebrafish were maintained at 28.5℃ in 0.5×E2
embryo media and fed with paramecium. Adult
zebrafish were maintained, fed, mated as previously
described[12].

Larvae zebrafish at five to nine days post-
fertilization (d.p. f) were transferred into our custom-
built microfluidic chamber hooked up to a glass
container filled with embryo media. The container
was fixed at a certain height and water flow was
driven by compressed air. The flow rate was tuned
using a pressure regulator (MFCS, Fluigent Inc.) and
monitored in real time by a flow sensor (Flow unit,
Fluigent Inc.). We used a perfusion controller
(Valvelink8.2, Autom8 Inc.) to switch on and off the
flow, synchronized with image acquisition. The
microfluidic chip was placed upside down on the
stage and illuminated by a homemade IR LED ring
(Figure 1a). During experiments, we delivered water
flow from one side of the arena to elicit rheotactic
behavior in larval zebrafish. We used a customized
tracking system to track the movement of larval
zebrafish and a low magnification camera underneath
the microfluidic chamber to perform behavior
recording[12].
1.2 Microfluidic device

The microfluidic device has a behavior arena
with dimensions of 2 cm (W)×5 mm (D)×0.8 mm (H)
(Figure 1b), allowing larval zebrafish to freely swim
and turn inside the chip. Pillars are constructed at each
end to prevent fish from escaping. A side channel is
designed to load fish into the arena. The layout is
designed using SolidWorks (Dassault Systèmes, Inc.),
and the design file is publicly available (File S1).

To fabricate this device, the design file was 3D
printed (MicroArch s140, Boston Micro Fabrication)
with HTL resin to make a high-resolution master
mold. Then, the reagent polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) elastomer base and curing agent were mixed
at a 10∶ 1 (w/w) ratio and de-bubbled, and the
mixture was cast onto the 3D-printed master mold
with a negative replica design of the device followed
by degassing for around 30 minutes. The PDMS was
cured at 65° C overnight, after which it was cut out
and peeled off the master mold. Inlet and outlet with a
diameter of ~1 mm were punched respectively at
either side of the chamber. A hole of ~ 4 mm in
diameter was made at the inlet of the loading channel.

Finally, the PDMS was bonded to a flat glass slide
with the aid of air plasma and baked at 65℃
overnight.
1.3 Whole-brain calcium imaging and image
reconstruction

Neural activity was recorded with our custom-
built light field microscope as previously described[12].
Calcium indicator across the whole zebrafish brain
was excited simultaneously by a 488 blue laser with
an illumination area of ~1.44 mm in diameter. The
fluorescence emission was collected by a high NA
objective and transmitted through a dichroic mirror
and a pair of achromatic lenses before reaching the
customized lenslet array. The dichroic mirror and
achromatic lenses were placed in a way that the
objective’s back pupil is conjugated onto the lenslet
array. The customized lenslet array consists of an
aluminum plate with 27 holes and 27 customized
micro-lenses housed within these holes. An sCMOS
camera was positioned behind the lenslet array to
collect transmitted fluorescence. We developed an
iterative reconstruction algorithm to reconstruct 3D
fluorescence stacks (600×600×250) from the acquired
2D images (2 048×2 048). This algorithm was derived
from the classical Richardson-Lucy deconvolution
method, which requires an experimentally measured
point spread function (PSF) of the XLFM system.
1.4 Volumetric image registration and neural
activity analysis

The whole brain neural activity was extracted
from the reconstructed 3D image stacks acquired by
the XLFM system. First, we cropped and resized the
original image stack (from 600×600×250 to 308×315×
210) and aligned them to the standard atlas “zbb”[22].
Next, to obtain relatively stable and reliable regions of
interests (ROI) across volumes, we performed 3D
intensity-based rigid registration on each volume by
using the computational morphometry toolkit
(CMTK) [23] with the criteria of “correlation ratio”[24].
After voxel registration, we computed pairwise
correlation between nearby voxel intensities. The
correlation map was used to cluster and segment
voxels (watershed algorithm) into consistent ROIs
across all volumes. The fluorescence signals,
averaged over voxels within each ROI, were
calculated. Finally, we adopted the “OASIS”[25]

deconvolution method to denoise and to infer neural
activity from the fluorescence time sequence.
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1.5 Tracking
To track the position and heading of larval

zebrafish on x-y plane under our high NA imaging
objective, a high-speed camera (2 ms exposure time,
300 fps or higher, Basler aca2000-340kmNIR,
Germany) and horizontally-motorized stages were
used as previously described[12]. First, with the aid of
OpenCV 3.4, a C/C++ based real time system was
used to detect and identify head positions, after which
the error signal between actual head position and the
set point was transmitted into the PID to generate
output signals that control the movements of a
motorized stage.

To track the axial movements of larval zebrafish,
the principle of light field microscope was applied.
We used an autofocus camera behind a two-
dimensional microlens array to capture quintuple
images of larval zebrafish from different perspectives.
Movements of zebrafish along z axis will cause the
inter-fish distance, namely the distance between the
centroids of the fish head in the left and right sub-
images, to change. We used pairwise correlation
between sub-images to compute the distance shift. As
the distance varies linearly with axial movements, the
z position of larval zebrafish can be calculated by
multiplying the inter-fish distance with a pre-factor.
The error signal between the actual axial position and
the set point was used to generate an output signal that
drives a piezo-coupled fish container. The autofocus
control system was developed using LabVIEW.
1.6 Microparticle imaging velocimetry

Particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) was used to
map the flow velocity profile in the behavior arena.
The microfluidic chip was set up in a configuration
similar to the experimental conditions. 0.45‑μm-
diameter fluorescent polystyrene latex microbeads
(NFPPS, Spherotech Inc.) were suspended at a
concentration of 105/ml. The trajectory of the
fluorescent microbeads was imaged with a spinning
disk confocal microscope (Dragonfly, Andor Inc.) and
analyzed with custom MATLAB (Natick, MA, US)
code.
1.7 Statistics and cross-correlation

We used bootstrap to test whether the difference
between bouts number under flow-on and flow-off
conditions are statistically significant for individual
fish. We calculated the difference between the means
of two bout number distributions; then the two

distributions were shuffled and a new difference in
means was calculated. This procedure was repeated
10 000 times and the P-value, namely the probability
of finding the difference of the means in the original
dataset, was calculated. The results were presented in
the form of the average bouts per second ± SEM
(standard error of mean). A similar approach is used to
test the statistical difference between the fraction of
bout time under flow-on and flow-off conditions.

In order to find out which brain regions are
related to rheotactic behavior, we labeled each
calcium image volume with ‘0’ or ‘1’ according to
whether a rheotactic behavior was present or not at
that volume, resulting in a binarized time series. We
then calculated the Pearson’s linear correlation
coefficients between the calcium signal and the
binarized time series using student’s t distribution[26].
The correlation coefficients were calculated for
calcium signal in each segmented brain region (or
ROI), and we ranked the correlation coefficients of
each ROI from high to low, with the highest reaching
0.49. Regions with correlation coefficients above 0.29
were presented in Figure 4.

2 Results

2.1 Combining microfluidics device with the
extended field of view light field microscope
（XLFM） to study rheotaxis

The investigation of brain-wide activity during
rheotaxis requires the ability to effectively elicit
rheotactic behaviour in larval zebrafish while
performing calcium imaging in freely moving animal.
To this end, we designed a 3D-printed microfluidic
device that could be integrated with our custom-built
light field microscope (XLFM) (Figure 1a).

Experimental procedures are shown in Figure 1c.
We loaded a 5-9 d.p.f. zebrafish larva, through a side
channel, into a microfluidic chamber, the size of
which was designed to allow fish swimming and
turning freely within the chip (Figure 1c). The
microfluidic chip was connected to an embryo media
source for water delivery, controlled by a pinch valve.
When the valve turned on, a flow velocity gradient
perpendicular to the flow direction was immediately
established inside the chamber (Figure 1c). The flow
velocity profile, measured by Particle Tracking
Velocimetry, exhibited a symmetric parabolic shape
(Figure 1d), consistent with fluid mechanics
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calculation. By adjusting the pressure applied to the
liquid source, we found that a net flow speed around

1.8 mm/s in the chamber was enough to evoke
rheotactic behavior in zebrafish.

2.2 Prominent counterflow swimming behavior
could be evoked in our whole brain imaging system

During rheotaxis, larval zebrafish first reorients
itself along the water current, and then displays
position holding by performing counterflow swim
bouts[4]. Here, we identified and labelled video frames
based on behavior types (Figure 2a). Larval zebrafish
exhibited bouts toward or away from the water flow,
and also made turns within the microfluidic channel
(Figure 2b, Video S1 and Video S2). After the flow
turned on, the fish reoriented itself from downstream
to upstream direction, followed by frequent upstream
bouts (Figure 2a). The behavior sequence
demonstrated typical rheotactic behavior.

To further examine whether zebrafish could
reliably exhibit counterflow swimming behavior
characteristic of rheotaxis under our imaging set up,
we compared swim bouts in the presence and absence
of water flow, as well as toward and away from the
applied current direction. To rule out potential bias,
we compared the frequencies of swim bouts (left
panels in Figure 3a-d) under flow-on and flow-off

conditions when larval zebrafish was facing the same
direction. We present results when the flow and the
fish movement were in opposite directions (Figure 3a,
c) or in the same direction (Figure 3b, d) respectively,
finding that counterflow swim bout frequency was
significantly higher than that in the absence of water
flow, consistent with positive rheotaxis behavior. We
also calculated the fraction of time larval zebrafish
spent on swimming against the water flow, and found
clear position holding during the application of water
flow (right panels in Figure 3a-d)
2.3 Whole brain imaging of larval zebrafish
during rheotaxis

Next, we conducted whole brain calcium
imaging while water flow was applied to elicit
rheotaxis. The zebrafish brain exhibited rich
spatiotemporal neural dynamics while the flow
switched on and off (Video S3). Using cross-
correlation analysis between behavior and neural
activity, we identified several brain regions that
showed significantly elevated activity during periods
of counterflow swim bouts. Regions activated were

Fig. 1 Experimental setup for whole brain imaging of larval zebrafish during rheotaxis
(a) Schematics of XLFM integrated with our custom-made microfluidic device. (b) Layout of the microfluidic device. (c) Individual larva was loaded

into the chamber, after which the side channel was blocked and water flow was applied to evoke rheotactic behavior. (d) Flow velocity profile along

the red dotted line (shown in (b)) in the microfluidic chamber.
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Fig. 3 Larval zebrafish display prominent rheotactic behavior
(a-d, left panels) Comparison of swim bouts frequency under flow-on and flow-off conditions when the fish was holding its position against the

current (a, c) or moving away from the current (b,d). (a-d, right panels) Comparison of fraction of time that larval zebrafish spent on swimming

toward or away from the applied current direction during flow-on and flow-off periods, respectively. * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, ns, no significance,

bootstrap.

Fig. 2 Behavior sequence of larval zebrafish rheotaxis
(a) The behavior sequence of a larval zebrafish while the flow switched from off to on. (b) Time-lapse video frames of counterflow swim bouts (upper

panel), swim bouts in the same direction as the water flow (middle panel), and a reorientation event during the application of water flow (bottom

panel). The inset numbers show elasped since the onset of water flow.
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found in telencephalon, optical tectum and hindbrain
(Figure 4, color coded areas). Figure 4 below shows

calcium signal from one example fish.

3 Discussion

We have developed an integrated system in
which both the rheotactic behavior and brain-wide
calcium activity of larval zebrafish could be recorded
simultaneously. The design of microfluidic device
enabled us to expose larval zebrafish to precisely
controlled water flow, and it turned out that both the
blue laser, which could interfere the visual system,
and the movement of our tracking stage had little
effect on the rheotaxis behavior. We successfully
recorded brain-wide neural activity during rheotaxis
and located brain regions with rising activity
correlated with rheotactic behavior.

An animal’s brain usually has dynamic internal
states that switch between each other[15]. Larval
zebrafish clearly showed two distinct phases when

engaging in and disengaging from rheotaxis,
characterized by counterflow swim bouts, suggesting
that state-encoding neural population may be
responsible for the maintenance of rheotactic
behavior. The brain regions identified in our study
showed elevated calcium signals not only during
rheotaxis but also at times when water flow was not
applied (Figure 4), indicating that these regions may
not be involved in state encoding, and their activity
may just reflect a correlation with swim bouts. Thus,
more experiments and more sophisticated analysis are
needed to reveal brain regions that are essential for
triggering and maintaining rheotaxis.

We observed prominent counterflow swimming
sequences and position holding behavior during the
application of water flow in our microfluidic device.
We did capture several reorientation events in larval

Fig. 4 Whole brain imaging of larval zebrafish during rheotaxis
Brain regions whose inferred neural activity (upper left panel) showed the highest correlation with rheotactic periods are color coded and labelled on

the standard brain atlas (upper right panel). Bottom, time-lapsed maximum intensity projection (MIP) images of reconstructed brain-wide calcium

activity across a brief period of rheotactic behavior.
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zebrafish, but overall the event was not commonly
seen. As larval zebrafish could perform reorientation
in much narrower microfluidic chip[20], the size of our
chip is big enough for zebrafish larvae to freely turn
and swim. We reasoned that the less frequent
occurrence of turning events might be attributed to the
relatively slow speed of water flow. Although our
applied water flow could trigger prominent
counterflow swim bouts, the elicitation of turning
behavior may require higher flow speed, as previously
reported[20]. Besides, we found that the frequency of
rheotactic behavior dropped as time went by, and near
the end of an experiment, it became relatively hard to
elicit typical rheotactic behavior with the applied
water flow. We suspect that zebrafish larvae would
become more and more familiar with the microfluidic
chamber and fatigue may build up during an
experiment. To more effectively evoke rheotactic
behavior in larval zebrafish, we will redesign the
microfluidic chip, making it compatible with higher
speed water flow in the future study.

To our knowledge, the current study was the first
to report brain-wide neural activity during rheotaxis in
larval zebrafish. Before our study, possible behavior
mechanisms as well as circuit models have been
proposed[6, 9]. Our set up could therefore provide a
useful platform to test existing models and uncover
unknown brain regions and neural mechanisms for
sensorimotor transformation during zebrafish
rheotaxis.

4 Conclusion

By integrating microfluidics with light field
tracking microscopy, we successfully recorded whole
brain neural activity in larval zebrafish while the
animal was performing rheotaxis behavior in a
precisely controlled flow environment. Larval
zebrafish exhibited current-evoked position holding
behavior and persistent counterflow swim bouts.
Neural activity in three brain regions, namely
telencephalon, optical tectum, and hindbrain, were
found to be highly correlated with the rheotaxis
behavior. Further imaging data analysis and modeling
will help elucidate neural mechanisms for
sensorimotor transformation in this important
naturalistic behavior.

Supplementary Available online (http://www. pibb.
ac.cn or http://www.cnki.net):
PIBB_20220354_File S1.stl
PIBB_20220354_Video S1.avi
PIBB_20220354_Video S2.avi
PIBB_20220354_Video S3.mp4
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趋流行为下斑马鱼幼鱼的全脑成像
吴宇斌 1）* 张仁昌 2）* 李大光 1）* 齐珂心 1）* 柴宇明 1，3） 沈 忱 1） 司光伟 2）** 温 泉 1，3，4）**

（1）中国科学技术大学，生命科学学院，中国科学院脑功能与脑疾病重点实验室，合肥 230026；
2）中国科学院生物物理研究所，脑与认知科学国家重点实验室，北京 100101；

3）中国科学技术大学，集成影像中心，合肥微尺度物质科学国家研究中心，合肥 230026；
4）中国科学技术大学，大数据学院，合肥 230026）

摘要 目的 趋流，意即在水中调整身体方向并逆流而上的能力，是一种在大多数鱼类与两栖类动物中存在的保守行为。

虽然关于趋流的研究已有一段很长的历史，并且近年来斑马鱼幼鱼趋流行为的理论机制也被提出，但是分布式的神经环路

是如何整合多感知信息、做出决策、并实现行为控制仍然是个未知数。对自由运动的斑马鱼进行全脑神经活动成像为理解

这一困难的问题提供了特殊的机会。方法 本文开发了一种微流控装置精确控制环境水流并激发斑马鱼的趋流行为。将该

微流控芯片与扩增视野光场显微镜以及追踪系统整合，从而记录自由行为下斑马鱼全脑的神经活动。结果 在整合的微流

控装置中稳定观察到了斑马鱼在水流中保持自身位置不变、逆流而上等刻板的趋流行为现象。与此同时，实现了对斑马鱼

幼鱼趋流行为过程中的全脑钙活动记录。本文初步发现了几个脑区的神经活动与趋流行为相关。结论 本研究第一次展示

了在斑马鱼幼鱼趋流行为的同时记录全脑神经活动的技术。接下来对神经活动和行为数据的分析与建模将有助于更好地理

解一种重要自然行为背后的感觉运动转换机制。
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